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Scorpius

The Invacare Scorpius range has been specifically designed for individuals who wish to maintain an
active, independent lifestyle without compromising on space. Ideal for daily use, the folding mobility
scooters are also the perfect travel companion for those who wish to take their scooters abroad.

Easily folded and transportable
Compact enough to fit into the rear of a standard car
or to travel abroad, the versatile Scorpius range is
perfect for those individuals who are constantly on the
move.
Available in 2 versions, the Scorpius can be manually
folded in 3 simple steps, whilst the Scorpius-A can be
compactly folded in under 10 seconds with the single
push of a button.

Compact & Lightweight
Compact when folded, both models can be easily
placed inside a boot of any car. With both models
weighing less than 30kg with the batteries removed,
they can be effortlessly lifted when necessary. The
impressively small footprint of both scooters when
folded means that they can conveniently be stored in
small spaces.

Airline Compliant
For independence abroad, the standard 11.6Ah lithiumion battery weights just 2.8kgs and is IATA and MSDS
compliant for overseas travel on aeroplanes*.

*It is recommended to check with your airline before
travelling.
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EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES

Compact Folding
Effortlessly folded for travel and
storage

Scorpius folded dimensions =
750 (l) x 512 (w) x 540 (h) mm
Scorpius-A folded dimensions =
775 (l) x 512 (w) x 540 (h) mm

Touch LED panel
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(Scorpius A only)

Intuitive, touch screen
technology

Able to fold the
Scorpius-A in less
than 8 seconds!
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Equipped with an

LED lighting

anti-theft device

Front and rear
LED lighting
equipped with
reactive brake
lights
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Airline compliant battery
Standard 11.6Ah lithium-ion battery
can be taken on aeroplanes

IATA and MSDS compliant

Additional features
 torage bags
S
Optional front, rear and under seat storage bags are available as well as a
convenient storage cover
17.6Ah battery
A larger lithium-ion battery available for those individuals who wish to travel
longer distances (23km)
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Durability
With standard 8" PU
wheels, the Scorpius range
is suitable for various types
of terrain

Technical data
For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user
manual, please see your local Invacare website.

Backrest
width

Seat depth

Seat to floor
height

Folded dimensions
(L x W x H)

Driving unit
width

Total length

Scorpius

419 mm

340mm

560mm

780 x 512 x 540 mm

512mm

953 mm

Scorpius A

419 mm

340mm

560mm

775 x 512 x 540 mm

512mm

953 mm

kg
TOTAL PRODUCT WEIGHT

Total height

Total weight*

Max. user
weight

Battery
capacity

Turning
diameter

Max. climbable
obstacle
height**

Scorpius

953 mm

27.2 kg

115kg / 255 lbs

1 x 24V/11.6Ah

1140mm

50mm / 2
inch**

Scorpius A

953 mm

28 kg

115kg / 255 lbs

1 x 24V/11.6Ah

1140mm

50mm / 2
inch**

Ground
clearance

Max. safe slope

Max. driving
distance

Max. driving
speed

Motor capacity

Scorpius

43mm /1.7in

6°

15km

8kmp/h

250W, 4600 r.p.m

Scorpius A

43mm /1.7in

6°

15km

8kmp/h

250W, 4600 r.p.m
*Weight without batteries
** Measured with run-up

Colour of shrouds

White

Red

Tel: +41 61 487 70 70
hqeurope@invacare.com
www.invacare.eu.com

Upholstery

Black mesh
fabirc
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